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The process of preparing combat orders varies widely according to the situation. Days or weeks may be devoted to the task by the commander and his staff. On the other hand, instant action may be called for especially in division and lower units. The commander and his staff must be able to adopt their procedure to any situation encountered.¹

¹US Army Staff Officers Field Manual - 1940

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1940, the Army wrestled with one of the key issues that continues to plague us today. How can the battalion commander and staff make sound tactical decisions, produce clear, concise orders, and accomplish it in a time constrained environment? In many ways, it seems the Army of 1940 faced much of the complexity and uncertainty of warfare that the Army of 1996 struggles to overcome today. The complexity and uncertainty are merely relative to the times and expectations each generation of officer faces in his time.

The commander and staff, using the tactical decision making process, operate within the command and control system to provide solutions to tactical problems within the context of a complex, uncertain, and chaotic battlefield. Battle command describes the process the commander uses to accomplish this difficult mission. FM 100-5 defines battle command as the “art of battle decision making, leading, and motivating their soldiers and organizations into action…”² To achieve this, the commander must see and understand his present state, envision his future end state, articulate a unifying concept of operation, and invoke his force of will to move the force. The purpose of the commander’s actions is to concentrate decisive combat power at the required time and place.³
The commander and staff are integral pieces in the command and control process. The staff is the commander's tool to assist him in achieving battlefield success. "The staff conducts the tactical decision making process to produce effective plans by collectively integrating information with sound doctrine and technical competence to assist the commander in his decisions." There can be little doubt this task is difficult for the commander and staff to accomplish on a dynamic battlefield and comprises both the science and the art of war.

More importantly, how well do commanders and staffs conduct the tactical decision making process? Can we synchronize combat power? Over the last five years the Army has published a plethora of articles, manuals, and lessons learned pamphlets to improve commander and staff performance in the tactical decision making process. Most unit weaknesses are readily apparent when placed under the pressure and microscope of a Combat Training Center rotation. As LTC John D. Rosenberger, senior observer controller at the NTC, stated: "In combined arms operations, it is no exaggeration to say that a well-trained staff is an element of combat power. Any outfit without one is crippled, even if it is packed full of well-trained subordinate units. As an Army, we simply don't have them..."

This monograph will attempt to answer how we get that well-trained command and control team, the battalion commander and his staff, who can see the enemy, see the terrain, and see themselves, in order to produce tactically sound combat orders which synchronize combat power at the decisive place and time. Currently, our training methodology concentrates on training individuals (Self development or branch schools), the commander and the staff separately (CPX), or modifying the procedures within the
system. Additionally, we have modified our procedures in the Tactical Decision Making Process and provided techniques for commander’s to save time during the process. Unfortunately, the command and staff system is only as good as its weakest link. The individual capabilities, knowledge, and competence of each officer directly impact on the performance of the system. We need a better way; a possible framework for training the elements of the command and control system.

Peter Senge, in *The Fifth Discipline*, shows individuals how they can develop within the organization to adapt to the rapidly changing and often uncertain business world and maintain their competitive edge. Senge believes leaders must create the learning organization, “in which organizations continually learn how to learn together,” to maintain their flexibility and competitive edge. Senge’s five disciplines provide the pillars for building a learning organization. Systems thinking, mental models, team learning, personal mastery, and building shared vision converge to create an organization that continually discovers “how it creates its reality.” This constant organizational learning is critical in allowing organizations to grasp uncharted situations and events to achieve the leverage necessary to succeed.

This monograph investigates Senge’s five disciplines and their application to the infantry battalion commander and his staff. It will determine if the battalion commander can apply the five disciplines to create a higher performing command and staff system and achieve the necessary leverage to consistently succeed in the tactical decision making process. It will provide a framework for the commander and staff to understand how they think about themselves and their organization; how it affects the commander’s decision making and the staff’s performance.
The initial phase of this research project will establish the foundation and requirement to assess battalion commander and staff performance in the Tactical Decision Making Process. The author intends to do this by presenting the results of focused research studies that analyze staff performance and through the raw data provided in CTC take home packages.

Upon establishing the need for the research problem, the author will briefly review Senge's five disciplines and apply them in the context of an infantry battalion. This review primarily looks at the current writings on learning organizations. While this section will review Senge's ideas for the reader, the assumption is that the reader has a general understanding of Senge's principles or will read Senge's book to enhance his understanding.

The preceding section established the need for the research project and the application of the theory to the infantry battalion. The final step in the research methodology is to determine the strategies and applications of Senge's theory to improving the battalion commander and staff performance in the TDMP. To accomplish this, the author will analyze the battalion commander and staff to illustrate the archetypes prevalent in the organization, providing tools and strategies for the commander to develop a learning organization. Consequently, the result is improved performance in the tactical decision making process.
...it became apparent that one of the most important elements in the effectiveness of a combat organization is the command and control system and those personnel who man it, namely the battle staff.9

Joseph A. Olmstead in *Battle Staff Integration*

II. THE ISSUE

The inability of battle staffs and commanders to operate effectively and efficiently in the command and control system is not a new dilemma for the Army. History is replete with examples of commanders and staff struggling to provide sound tactical plans, synchronize combat operations, and disseminate critical information in a high stress or combat environment. For example, Dr. Joseph Olmstead began his study of command and control at the request of the Command and Staff College in 1963 when he was a member of the faculty. His research continued for nearly thirty years and resulted in one of the most comprehensive research projects on battle staff effectiveness and training.9

Combat history and research projects are not the only sources of deficiencies in the command and control process. The Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) and the National Training Center (NTC) continue to emphasize battle staff integration, synchronization, and staff officer competency as serious problems for battalions.

To assess the problems associated with the battalion command and control system, the author surveyed twelve rotations, six at the NTC and six at the JRTC. The rotations occurred in fiscal year 1996. The twelve rotations resulted in a total of eighteen infantry battalions, both light and mechanized, being studied. Additionally, several research projects focused on battalion-level command and control, battle command staff training,
battle staff integration, and the tactical command and control process. Reputable research agencies including Rand, Institute for Defense Analyses, Army Research Institute, and the Center for Army Lessons Learned contributed substantial research energies to battalion level command and control.

Before addressing the results of the training center rotations, it is important to understand some of the deficiencies with using training center Take Home Packages (THP) to show trends and unit shortcomings. First, unit Take Home Packages reflect the observer/controller’s assessment of the unit. This assessment primarily concentrates on several key issues the unit can improve during home station training. This assessment focuses on the battlefield operating systems (BOS) and represents trends that the observer/controllers detected and does not focus on in depth technical analysis. However, the observer/controllers do base their assessments of the unit on current doctrinal manuals.10

In assessing the commander and battle staff during training center rotations, the author limited his analysis to only the planning phase of a tactical operation. Consequently, the research process ignored the preparation and execution phases of tactical operations. Although JRTC and NTC provide each unit with a Take Home Package, the focus and discussion within the THP are slightly different between the training centers as well as within the observer/controller teams at the respective training centers. This required the author to consider each training center’s methodology and focus in order to generalize the trends between the training centers. Consequently, three general categories describe the key problem areas. Battle staff integration, individual battle staff officer and commander competence, and execution of the tactical decision
making process provide the framework for an assessment of battle staff and commander performance in the planning process.

Battle staff integration is not a doctrinally defined term. However, it is a term commonly found in the training center THPs.\textsuperscript{11} This term generally refers to the staff's ability to interrelate, coordinate, understand the impact of information on their specific staff function as well as how it may affect the other staff officers and their respective battle field operating system. The most complete definition of battle staff integration is provided by Dr. Olmstead, in *Battle Staff Integration*: “the force which melds the roles, attitudes, and activities of battle staff members...closely related to, if not identical with, ‘teamwork’...A unique feature of the battle staff as a team is that, at one time or another and to some degree, any and all of its functions may be performed by one or every member, either individually or collectively.”\textsuperscript{12} In reviewing fiscal year 1996 THPs, the training centers recognized poor staff integration nearly 78 percent of the rotations.\textsuperscript{13} The 1994 RAND study on *Battalion-Level Command and Control at the National Training Center* further supported this assessment. In the RAND study, researchers determined from the FY 1989 THPs that “17 of 26 task force staffs had significant problems functioning as a group, resulting in an inadequate plan.”\textsuperscript{14} Furthermore, the study reviewed THPs from FY 1989 and FY 1993 and rated “two thirds of the task force staffs untrained in group activities” that resulted from limited staff cohesion.\textsuperscript{15}

The inability of staffs to integrate their information and synchronize their actions resulted in inadequate tactical plans. A simple example of failed staff integration is the battalion intelligence officer (S2), the operations officer (S3), and the fire support officer (FSO) failing to coordinate their actions. Consequently, the S3 develops a plan which
does not defeat the enemy's course of action while the FSO fails to target the templated enemy positions. Furthermore, the battalion logistics officer (S4) failed to inform the S3 and commander of significant ammunition shortages or maintenance problems that resulted in an insupportable course of action. Simply put in a JRTC THP, “the staff sections operated in mutually exclusive operations independent of the rest of the staff” consequently the “staff was never able to synchronize its operation or integrate its action to support the commander’s intent.”

While staff integration focuses on group cohesion, integration, and synchronization of actions, another trend evident in the THP review focused on staff officer knowledge, competence, and to a lesser extent commander competence. In a 1991 report, Army Research Institute (ARI) concluded a significant problem for battalion battle staff performance was that staff technical and tactical training was limited generally to on the job training. The staff’s ability to analyze the tactical situation, understand the impact on their specific staff functional area, and make sound recommendations to the commander regarding their functional area sufficiently defines battle staff competence and knowledge. It is important to note that the staff officer must have the requisite technical, as well as tactical, knowledge to understand the capabilities and limitations their functional areas provide to, or detract from, the solution of the current tactical problem. A review of the training center rotations showed that observer/controllers assessed battalion level staff officer's knowledge proficiency inadequate in over 67 percent of the rotations. On a better note, the training centers reported commanders provided knowledgeable guidance and battle command over 33 percent of the time with negative comments limited to only 17 percent of the time. For the purpose of this study, the
commander and staff required competencies demand consideration because it is the synergistic effect achieved between the commander and staff's shared vision of the battlefield that contributes to battlefield success.

Another area the training centers commonly report is the staff's ability to adequately conduct the tactical decision making process in a stressful, time constrained environment. When training centers focused on this aspect of commander and staff performance, they considered the staff's ability to conduct the decision-making process. This included the ability to conduct mission analysis, develop courses of action, and conduct wargaming. The RAND study remarked task forces' ineffectiveness often required the commander and operations officer to develop the course of action themselves. This practice normally resulted in a weak course of action, inadequate wargaming, and poor staff integration. In most cases, observer/controllers noted the two officers developed a plan; however, it did not consider all available information or all the BOS functions. The author's survey of FY 96 training center rotations showed over 67 percent of the task forces inadequately performed or understood the tactical decision making process. Several observer/controller comments in the THPs characterize the deficiency: (the staff)..." while familiar with the steps, did not adhere to the process..."21 (the staff) "lacked a fundamental understanding of the TDMP."22

Most units can perform or perceive they can perform the tactical decision making process in training at home station. However, the combat environment of a training center normally exposes the flaws and weakness within the staff. In most cases, commanders and staffs believe they have conducted sufficiently rigorous staff training to meet the demands of a training center rotation. As the ARI study on Battle Staff
Training opined, commanders and staff cannot stretch their abilities, knowledge, and experience to overcome the stress and rigors of an observed time constrained environment. Typically, the stronger staff officers and commanders compensated for or overlooked the deficiencies of less capable individuals in a typical training environment.²³

Battle staff integration, staff officer competence, and the ability to execute the tactical decision making process are areas which NTC, JRTC, and research groups observed shortcomings within the command and control system. These shortcomings are not the only ones that involve the command and control process nor are they always the most important. It must be stated some battalions and task forces had positive comments in these areas and still lost numerous battles at the training centers. The purpose of this study is not to determine whether poor staff and commander planning resulted in defeats at the training centers. Those who have rotated at the training centers know that all aspects of their organization are closely scrutinized and many of these units are still extremely successful in combat. It is important is that a strategy be implemented so that commander and staff performance is improved and the friction and planning deficiencies at the battalion level are minimized to provide the best possible tactical solution in the time allocated.
III. SENGE AND THE LEARNING ORGANIZATION

In the previous section, staff integration, individual competence, and inability of the battalion staff and commander to adequately conduct the tactical decision making process characterized some of the issues battalion nerve centers face at the training centers. These shortcomings detract from the commander and staff's ability to function in the command and control process. The battalion commander and staff must be capable of coping with the "highly turbulent, complex, and unpredictable environment" of combat or simulated combat in a training environment. It is critical for these units to respond flexibly to the constant flow of situations characterized by high degrees of uncertainty. In order to do this, Dr. Olmstead believed they search out, identify, and interpret situations as they develop, solve problems as they occur, generate flexible decisions, and cope with shifting situational demands.24

Similar to the soldier's description of the current and future battlefield, the business world describes itself in a very similar fashion in the global market. Business considers its operating environment to be a highly complex, turbulent, and rapidly changing requiring business organizations to achieve a competitive advantage through flexibility and agility to compete in the global marketplace "anywhere, anytime, and anything" to overwhelm the competitive challenge.25 Business provides focus to their vision by defining an endstate much as a Division commander may define success for a combat operation by the endstate.

To combat such uncertainty in the business world, Peter Senge believes organizations must be able to learn in order to not only survive but excel in the global
market. This will allow organizations to make good decisions in the complex, ever changing landscape of the business market. The Army in its own way seeks to give commanders the tools to survive and win in the complex, chaotic, and lethal battlefield of today and the future. The similarities between business and the Army are striking. Although the commander and his organization risk death with each fight, the business leader and his organization risk something which may be just as equally frightening to him...his job.

Peter Senge believes for the organizations in today’s world to thrive and not merely survive, they must become learning organizations. A learning organization is “an organization where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning together.” A learning organization should not be confused with the typical authoritative, hierarchical organization you often find in the business world as well as the Army today. Learning organizations continually strive to reach their potential. To shape its future and meet its potential, learning organizations must track the environment, understand change in the environment and adjust to that change. Individuals and groups in a learning organization are continuously learning and using that learning to create their future instead of reacting to it.

To create the learning organization, Senge presents five disciplines which become the bedrock of the learning organization. Personal Mastery is used to describe the process of individual growth and learning. Individuals with personal mastery approach life as a piece of art and continually create their future. Senge believes that organizations cannot
learn until their members begin to learn. Personal mastery becomes a discipline by continually clarifying what is important to and constantly try to see our reality more clearly. Individuals with personal mastery have a personal vision for themselves in life. In order for a group to understand the direction in which they are headed, they must have a shared vision.

Shared vision is the next stone in the foundation of the learning organization. This vision is one in which the individuals within the organization share among themselves. This vision cannot be imposed upon them by those leading the organization. A shared vision is one in which the members of the organization hold a common picture of the future they seek for the organization. In order to make the shared vision common among all members of the organization, leaders must foster genuine commitment and not compliance. As individuals work to reach their shared vision and the success of their organization, they make their organization greater than the sum of its individual parts through team learning.

The discipline of team learning is one of the characteristics which make organizations truly great. In team learning, numerous individuals work together with a common vision toward a common purpose. This outcome allows the group to solve problems and offer solutions far better than anything the individual is able to create. Often, we think of outstanding sports teams which achieve a greatness much more than the sum of the individual talents. In the Army, we often see infantry squads or tank crews who achieve that synergistic effect when each member operates and performs at a higher level. “Team learning is the process of aligning and developing the capacity of the team to create the results the members truly desire.” Organizations which reach team learning
are focused on a shared vision and are confident in their own abilities. They realize they observe themselves, each other, and their organization through a series of lens and filters. They understand these filters and lens affects how they relate with people. They make better decisions by examining the mental models they hold.

Understanding and recognizing mental models comprise the fourth discipline of the learning organization. Mental models are the preconceived ideas, generalizations, and assumptions which affect the way we interact with people, influence the way we make decisions, and how we understand the world in general. The discipline of understanding mental models begins when each individual looks at himself in the lens through which he looks at others and turns the mirror inward to recognize the mental models he holds and how it affects his relationship with others. By aggressively identifying the mental models we hold, it can help us to communicate more effectively, listen to what others have to say and leave our thinking open for examination.

The foundation of the four disciplines is held together by the mortar of the fifth discipline - systems thinking. Systems thinking provides a means for the organization and the individual to understand and see the bigger picture, to move beyond cause and effect or linear style thinking. It allows us to see the entire continuous process of an action instead of the individual snapshot of an event. Systems thinking allows the individual see how all the disciplines interrelate to each other and understand that a learning organization is not created from the individual actions of each discipline but through the process of the integration of all the disciplines which makes them greater than the sum of their parts. Systems thinking is needed more than ever today to bring clarity and understanding to the complex, adaptive environment we live in whether it is the market place or the battlefield.
Command and staff personnel are selected based on their capabilities and it is important not to separate commanders from staff personnel with whom they have worked in harmony.^4

Tukhachevski

IV. THE INFANTRY BATTALION AS A LEARNING ORGANIZATION

Senge describes the path to a learning organization as a creative process. One in which the organization and its members strive toward a shared vision with an underlying sense of purpose in which all members attempt to create the organization's future by understanding the natural interrelationships between themselves, their organization, and their environment. The infantry battalion is very similar to the organization described above. The infantry battalion is focused by the vision - its endstate. Its members have a sense of overarching purpose - their mission. The battalion commander and staff seeks to understand the relationship between themselves, their enemy, and the terrain in which they operate. Combat itself is a system of systems in which you have the friendly forces and enemy forces interrelated with each other by the system of combat and the objective they attempt to accomplish. However, can we create that learning organization at the infantry battalion where we all work together to create our own future? To do that, it is important to first explore why organizations fail to become learning organizations and secondly to further develop Senge's five disciplines at the battalion commander and staff level.

In order to understand some of the obstacles in the path to creating a battle staff and commander learning organization, it is important to examine what Senge describes as learning disabilities as well as mental models which may be present in the infantry battalion
nerve center. Learning disabilities keep organizations from learning or at least keep them from learning well. Learning disabilities prevent organizations from recognizing the impending threats the organization will face, understanding the ramifications of those threats, and from developing courses of action to successfully deal with the threats.35 These learning disabilities pervade all organizations to some extent to include the infantry battalion. They impact on how individuals in the organization think and act. "I am my position"36 describes how most people recognize themselves, as the task they perform, instead of as the greater purpose they serve. In this case, they see work as little more than a job and see themselves as having very little impact on the system. Each individual tries to optimize his performance in the system while failing to understand the necessity to integrate into the system. On the battalion staff, this may be seen in the individual officers who represent the combat multipliers on the staff. Each officer with his own stovepipe requirement to handle their individual specialty like fire support, engineering, intelligence, or maneuver. The fire support officer plans fire support for the operation to the best of his ability. Likewise, the engineer, air defense, logistics, and operations optimize their respective battlefield operating system. A better way to approach that would be to identify yourself as the individual whose purpose is to integrate his combat multiplier into the plan to best support the commander’s intent for the fight.

"The enemy is out there" is another learning disability you can find at the battalion. This learning disability results from a nonsystematic view of the organization and the environment in which the individual serves. Individuals in organizations tend to look outside the organization or above their echelon as the source of a problem. They are less likely to look at themselves first and understand their role in creating the problem.37 For
instance, the company supply sergeant may feel he always gets poor support out of the battalion logistics officer or the supply system in general. The supply sergeant consistently over orders every supply requirement because he believes the system is too slow or he never receives the total amount he needs. This action, in turn, requires the battalion to reduce their stockage and reorder more supplies consequently taking money out of the budget which was forecasted to be spent on something else. Unfortunately, this nonsystematic approach continues to allow individuals to focus in their own little lane, never understanding the impact of their actions on the larger system.\textsuperscript{38}

Another learning disability often found in an infantry battalion is the illusion of taking charge.\textsuperscript{39} Taking charge in the military is something in which every leader prides himself on. Often, we describe our leadership style with phrases such as “lead, follow, or get the hell out of my way” or possibly “when in charge, take charge.” Taking charge in the infantry is ingrained in every member of the organization. It is necessary to overcome the inertia on the battlefield when confusion and casualties threaten the momentum of the attack or the coherency of a defense. However, in a less dangerous environment, this attitude often causes the leader to treat a symptomatic surface issue without understanding the deeper systematic issue and the leader’s role in creating or contributing to the issue. I once observed a battalion operations officer grow frustrated during a training exercise with the time it took the tactical operations center (TOC) personnel to set up the TOC. The longer it took, the more frustrated he became. Finally, he stepped in and took “charge” of the operation. By the time he had “fixed” the problem, he had gained an entire audience of the noncommissioned officers and soldiers who typically are responsible for setting up the TOC. The operations officer’s crew
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became the officers who typically work in the TOC. While many of these officers were integral to the setup of the TOC, the operations officer was not. Consequently, the operations officer was finally able to put the full TOC into operation a full two hours later than the normal TOC crew took. Had the operations officer taken a few minutes to evaluate the situation and understood his role in the perceived poor TOC setup he would have realized several things. First, he had never supervised training or participated in the TOC setup drills. In most cases, he always made sure he was not around when it happened. By his intervening, the operations officer actually prolonged the time to setup - an unintended consequence. And lastly, he demonstrated a lack of trust in his noncommissioned officers ability to accomplish a task they were responsible for. The underlying issue in this entire problem which the operations officer never saw was his own lack of emphasis and concern in the training of TOC personnel. Often, the illusion of taking charge is merely “reactiveness disguised as proactiveness.”40 Until the individual can see how he contributes to his own problem, he will continue to react to the problems he faces.

Another learning disability closely related to the illusion of taking charge is the fixation on events. This occurs when our thinking is dominated by the day to day activities and brush fires which need to be fought and solved. Senge believes organizations fail, not because of the day to day crisis which they face, but because of the slow cumulative build up of gradual processes.41 Consider the battalion commander who continually convenes his staff for an “emergency” meeting for new crisis during morning physical training. While he and his staff are able to solve the immediate issue, he puts into place a slow gradual process which tells his staff and his battalion that physical fitness is
not an important issue to him. While this action is hardly likely to cause the demise of his battalion, it will impact on the combat readiness of his outfit.

The boiled frog parable and the delusion of learning from experience are two other disabilities organizations face. The boiled frog parable describes a pot of boiling water and a frog. If the frog is thrown into the boiling pot of water, he will jump out to save his life. If the frog is placed in cool water which is slowly heated until it is boiling, the frog remains in the pot and dies. The frog never recognizes the slow, gradual increase in temperature and consequently, never reacts to save its life.

The boiled frog parable illustrates how organizations maladapt to slow, gradual process which threaten the very survivability of the organization. This phenomenon occurs when organizations are so busy executing day to day operations and constantly shoot the immediate threat at the twenty five meter line, they often fail to recognize the long range shooter who eventually kills them. While the frog is slowly boiling in the pot fails to see the gradual danger building that will eventually kill him, the leader often is never able to see the consequences of putting the frog in the pot.

For example, the battalion operations or executive officer plan to conduct staff orders drill training. However, each time they conduct the training, a variety of “emergencies” occur which prevent the key players from participating or force the complete cancellation of the training. Unfortunately, the end result is the battalion staff is untrained to meet its primary responsibility - to conduct the tactical decision making process.

The delusion of learning from experience describes the situations most leaders face today. While the leader learns best from experience, he will rarely ever directly
experience the consequences of many of his most important decisions. Limited time in a position reduces the individual’s ability to see patterns involved in complex issues. Senge described system’s operations and the associated problem that “cause and effect are not closely related in time and space.” Consider the impact of consistently funding operations and training by borrowing from post maintenance and infrastructure renovation. Although we must be trained and ready, the leader who decided to stop funding infrastructure upgrade and maintenance will not be present when buildings, roads, and power grids are no longer capable of being repaired.

The myth of the management team helps describe what often occurs within the typical battalion commander and staff team. This learning disability explains the typical dynamics which occur when you bring together the leaders and problem solvers of the organization. While the appearance is given of a cohesive team front, the true picture shows individuals protecting their own turf and prompting their own agendas even if it is not in the best interest of the organization. On the battalion command and staff team, the battalion staff officers represent the battalion commander’s individual experts in specific functional areas to include personnel, logistics, intelligence, and operations. Each officer has the responsibility to protect his functional area in the interest of the battalion commander. Competition for resources, time, and influence may cause individuals to protect their specific areas and not the battalion as a whole.

Another manifestation of the management team is they seem to break down under crisis. While they may function well for routine issues, they cannot function when confronted with complex issues. This occurs when the management team is unable to effectively explain their thinking on complex issues. Rather than admit they do not know
the answer, they advocate their position rather than attempting to present a better solution as a group. This inability to solve the problem forces the individual members of the team to protect their own turf and agendas.\textsuperscript{45} This learning disability may manifest itself during operations when the commander and staff are in a high stress, low sleep environment like combat or a training center rotation. As the staff is continuously challenged with complex problem solving, coupled with fatigue, their ability to integrate as a cohesive team may be reduced.\textsuperscript{46}

Learning disabilities and mental models affect how we see our current reality - how we see events and how we see ourselves and people around us. This lens impacts on how the commander and staff interrelate during the tactical decision making process and affects how we arrive at decisions. Mental models form deeply ingrained images which impact on our thinking and acting. They are active and when unrealized shape how we act. Carl Builder in \textit{The Masks of War} described the deeply ingrained personalities and beliefs which shape the thinking and behavior of the Army.\textsuperscript{47} In essence, the mental models which the Army carries for itself. For example, “the Army’s first mask is shaped by its in depth roots with the citizenry, its long and intimate history of service to the nation, and its utter devotion to country.” For the Army, it is expression of “who the Army thinks it is and what it believes in.”\textsuperscript{48} This belief, this mental model of how the Army views itself, as well as the way in which it views the other services, impacts on how it relates and makes decisions. Builder goes on to address the impact of the masks on such areas as procurement, missions, research and development, strategy, as well as concepts of war. Additionally, Builder documents one of the great mental models we face in the Army - the branches. “The guilds of the Army, particularly the powerful combat arms branches -
freeze the Army by their understandable interests in maintaining the continuity and stability of internal power.”49 This mental model which the Army holds, and the learning disability of the myth of the management team, influences the way we see reality.

The impact of the branch mental model cannot be underestimated. At battalion level, commanders and staff must continue to assess how they interrelate to augmentations to the battle staff. Battalion level is the first place commander’s have a staff of different combat arms and service members. This allows the commander to synchronize the battlefield operating systems. However, commanders and staff must realize each branch reflects a different perspective for tackling the tactical problem. As one author wrote, “Each officer and NCO is schooled and bred in the culture and tradition of his BOS.50 Additionally, “each branch has its own separate schoolhouse, doctrine and combat developments fiefdom emphasizing differences, rather than similarities, in the branches.”51

The Army’s branches provide a great sense of history, individual and collective pride to the Army. Nonetheless, an individuals branch and branch training affects how they approach a tactical problem and integrate force multipliers. For instance, consider how the air defense officer or the Air Force air liaison officer are perceived by the commander and staff. The air defense officer is from a different branch and the Air Force liaison is even from a different service. At the National Training Center, a common trend is for “courses of action to be dictated by the commander or one developed by one or two officers without staff input.”52 Another trend is the Fire Support Officers and Air Liaison Officer are expected to participate in wargaming only as observers.53 Branch mental models are not the only reason the battlefield operating systems are not fully integrated
into the tactical decision making process; but, they, as a minimum, affect how we solve our tactical problems.

Another mental model which has been resurrected is the "zero defects mentality." This organizational characteristic was first documented in the 1960s and 1970s. It was characterized by a "ticket-punching" officer corps and a micromanaging mentality. In a zero defects organization, leaders fail to trust subordinates to do their jobs. Leaders will not accept misstatements in the performance of subordinates. Army Chief of Staff General Dennis Reimer recently discussed the results of an Army Research Institute command climate survey. The survey stated the Army is a zero defects organization. General Reimer discussed the impact of zero defects when "telling the truth ends careers quicker than making a stupid mistake." Officer micromanagement and crisis management stifle individual initiative and creativity which is considered essential to growing leaders who can exercise innovative solutions on the battlefield.

The zero defects mentality is a negative mental model which impacts on how we approach problem solving. It can influence the possible solutions we are willing to consider and the amount of risk we are willing to assume in the solution. Additionally, it may stifle the very same initiative and creative problem solving we try to instill in ourselves and our subordinates. The zero defects mentality smothers the learning an organization tries to create. As General Bruce Clarke said: "You must be able to underwrite the honest mistakes of your subordinates if you wish to develop their initiative."

Mental models are both positive and negative. Builder's mask, Service to Nation, is an extremely positive mental model for the Army. Service to nation is a core value,
part of the Army’s ethos and is cultivated in the newest soldier to the highest General. It describes why we are. Although these mental models, both positive and negative, affect how we think; more importantly, they impact on how we act. They impact on staff integration. As stated previously, one of the major deficiencies units face at the Combat Training Centers is the integration of the combined arms into the plan. Often, input from certain elements is ignored or deemed unimportant at the time. Mental models impact on how staffs interrelate. They impact on decision making. In order to gain leverage in decision making, the individual must recognize and overcome mental models.

Mental models offer the highest leverage for change. The most important thing an individual can do to achieve leverage in dealing with mental models is to bring them out in the open. If it is an individual, he must bring to the forefront of his thinking through skills of inquiry and reflection. Reflection is the skill of “slowing down our thinking processes to become more aware of how we form our mental models” and “inquiry is holding conversations where we openly share views and develop knowledge about each others assumptions.” If an individual is not practicing reflective thinking, he has a hard time in actually understanding what is said. For example, the battalion assistant operations officer is conducting a briefing to the commander on the feasibility of an infiltration attack into the enemy’s rear. His assessment is that the distances are too great to accomplish the infiltration because insufficient time is allotted. However, if the commander is looking through his lens, focusing through his branch specific mental model he sees something very different. In the commander’s mind, his rapid jump to conclusion may have been to disregard the chemical officer’s (assistant operations officer) advice because he does not understand infantry tactics. Mental models are the prejudice and the
stereotypes which form our thinking. They are also the positive and negative ideas we hold about our organization. As Ralph Waldo Emerson stated, "What you are shouts so loudly in my ears I cannot hear what you say." Unfortunately, what you are to that person is defined by the mental model and assumptions he holds in his mind.

Breaking down mental models begins with personal mastery. By continuing to understand how we see our reality and integrate with others, we begin to understand how mental models affect our actions and thinking. To develop personal mastery, the individual must maintain a creative tension created by holding our personal vision (what we want) and a clear picture of our current reality (where we are in relationship to where we want to go). This creative tension establishes the conditions for lifelong learning. While personal mastery is a state of mind, it is grounded in confidence and skills. For the battalion commander, his ability to create a picture of his future and his ability to see his current reality are essential to battle command. Battle command comprises the ability to see and understand your current reality in terms of combat power, capabilities, and requirements to accomplish the mission and visualizing in your mind the "relationships between enemy forces, friendly forces, the environment and the desired endstate in time, space, and purpose." Within this process, the commander communicates his vision (intent) to his command and through his maneuver units and his supporting arms dictates the future endstate on the enemy to accomplish his mission. The commander's personal vision, shared by every man in his outfit, produces the synergistic effect the commander seeks to impose on the enemy. This is the core of the battle commander's competencies.

The commander, however, is not alone in the battalion nerve center. The commander has a staff whose purpose is to assist him in making and executing timely
decisions. The staff accomplishes this by making estimates and recommendations, conducting staff coordination, synchronizing combat power, and a myriad of other tasks which assist the commander in visualizing the battlefield. To develop personal mastery, the battalion staff officer must achieve individual battle staff competency. Dr. Olmstead, in *Battle Staff Integration*, determined role specific individual skill as a critical function for effectively functioning battle staffs. Role specific individual skills are activities performed by individual members which strictly address the functional areas for which they are responsible. However, as the author’s analysis of the of training center rotations as well as research studies conducted by the Army Research Institute indicated, many individual staff officers are not armed with those skills. As ARI reported, “The deficiencies in individual knowledge and comprehension detract from the staff’s collective ability to synchronize activities and to integrate the battle staff.” For example, in a recent NTC Take Home Package, the Observer/Controller team reported the battalion S-2 was unable to effectively conduct the Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield process to include difficulty in analyzing terrain or providing the commander with the enemy’s most likely course of action. This directly contributed to poor course of action development by the operations officer.

While competency is a cornerstone for the battalion staff officer to create personal mastery, he must continue to examine how he relates to fellow staff officers and even the commander. He must examine his mental models and identify learning disabilities which impact on his actions and decision making. The battalion commander can play an instrumental role in creating his own future as well as fostering personal mastery in his organization, particularly his battalion staff officer. While Senge admits it is impossible to
force personal mastery on someone, the battalion commander can create the conditions for fostering personal mastery through his own example. The commander’s organizational climate must reflect his values regarding personal mastery. The commander may foster this environment through the professional exchange of ideas and dialogue between his staff officers as well as demonstrate a genuine concern for their professional growth. This is easier said than done given today’s pace of operations. Nonetheless, the commander’s leverage in building the tactical nerve center begins with the development of individual staff officers’ functional area competencies. In Army terms, the commander creates personal mastery throughout the battle staff by leading by example.

Personal mastery and understanding personal mental models, as well as understanding mental models held by an organization as a whole, provide the foundations of the learning organization. They provide the means for individuals to reflect upon their current reality and present a new framework to understand how they relate with others.

Team learning and shared vision extend the creative process of a learning organization. Both team learning and shared vision tap the unlimited capabilities of a group learning together, focused by a commonly shared vision and an underlying sense of purpose for themselves and their organization which send their creative capabilities to new heights.

In the infantry battalion, the commander can develop a shared vision with his staff; however, when executing a mission the vision shared is created by the commander. General William Depuy described the infantry squad as “11 men 1 mind. You can’t see an infantry squad - it is an idea that exists only when jointly held by its members.” Like the infantry squad, the battle commander and staff must be of the same mind - the staff is an extension of the commander’s thought and will to achieve his battlefield mission. Shared
vision gives an organization an aim and purpose to its activities. It is essential for the organization’s focus and energy for learning. 

While the commander creates the vision for mission success on the battlefield, the preparation of the tactical nerve center should result from a vision shared between the staff and commander. This training vision should represent the overarching goal, purpose, and relationship between the staff - commander team. This shared vision provides a rudder for staff actions in day to day operations allowing the staff to take risks and foster initiative. The final result will change the way individuals think about their organization. It becomes “our” organization instead of “their” organization. Another advantage of having an overarching shared vision is it provides clarity to the decision making process. This clarity allows all members of the team to understand what is important. It provides focus to the day to day activities of the team in support of the overall vision. In a combat or simulated combat environment, the shared vision, mission and endstate, focuses the staff on what is important to the commander to successfully conduct the mission.

The importance of a shared vision is not new to the Army. One of the characteristics of outstanding combat arms battalions was “values shared by all.” In these battalions, their overwhelming sense of purpose was a focus on combat. “If it does not contribute to readiness for combat, the unit looks long and hard at fighting or ignoring the requirement.” Additionally, these excellent combat arms battalions valued risk taking, creative new ideas, accepted the occasional failure, and learned from their mistakes. These shared values were woven within a shared vision of combat readiness.
The benefits of focus on shared vision was demonstrated by TF 2-14 INF in Mogadishu on 3-4 October during their combat operations to relieve the encircled Rangers. As General Meade, 10th Mountain Division commander at the time, stated: "I am one of those who believe that only a really extraordinary infantry battalion could have successfully rescued the Rangers that night. TF 2-14 was clearly outstanding." LTC William David, TF2-14 INF commander, credited the battalion’s success "to the devotion of the overwhelming majority of our creative energy and resources in an effort to achieve high performance in each of the battalion’s core performance areas: physical fitness and mental toughness, marksmanship, and realistic maneuver live fire exercises." In essence, this became the shared vision of the battalion.

The foundation of any shared vision in an organization is built upon individual personal mastery. Personal mastery begins with creating a vision for oneself and understanding one’s role in creating their future. Shared vision must be rooted in the individual’s personal vision if the organization expects to achieve a commitment to the organization’s shared vision instead of compliance. The commander’s personal vision for how he wants to fight must be communicated every day. The battalion staff must understand how he thinks and what is important to him in order to develop a shared vision during combat operations. Because the commander must bring his will to bear on the enemy, the staff cannot develop a genuine shared vision with the commander. However, they must have their vision and understanding aligned with what the commander expects to achieve. This is developed through constant dialogue between the staff and commander in all training. During Operations JUST CAUSE and DESERT STORM, subordinate commanders reported that they understood how their commanders expected them to fight.
because they understood it from their training. Furthermore, all of the commanders felt that a clear understanding of the commander’s intent (his personal vision) was imperative for planning and preparing for combat operations. The battalion commander’s vision provides the compass for his battalion staff and subordinate commanders to operate within the bounds of his intent. It provides the boundaries of acceptable risk and stimulates the initiative sought in all soldiers in combat. The battalion nerve center, commander and staff, must be aligned. This relationship between commander and staff was best described by General Dwight D. Eisenhower: “The teams and staffs through which the modern commander absorbs information and exercises his authority must be a beautifully interlocked, smooth-working mechanism. Ideally, the whole should be practically a single mind.”

The battalion’s shared vision provides the azimuth for the conduct of the outfit at all times. It is strategic by nature. If the vision is not strategic, the organization will remain embroiled in day to day emergencies, constantly taking the cause and effect approach and never a systematic view of themselves and their organization. By maintaining their shared visions, organizations constantly assess themselves looking at their current reality and the vision of their future. This maintains the creative tension between what is and what they want to become.

The battalion’s shared vision is insignificant if the individual members cannot work together to make the picture the organization wishes to create. The commonality of purpose and understanding of how each individual relates to others in the organization stimulates complementary efforts. In order to achieve these complementary efforts, the organization’s shared vision must be an extension of each individual’s personal vision
oriented to the higher purpose of the organization. Senge believes this alignment of personal visions to become the organization's shared vision is imperative before the power of the group becomes possible.⁷⁹ "Team Learning is the process of aligning and developing the capacity of a team to create the results its members truly desire."⁸⁰

Team learning provides the intellectual power of the organization to understand and function in a complex, rapidly changing environment. In order to achieve this, the group of individuals must function as a team. The Army has long understood the importance of the team and its performance in warfighting. As General George S. Patton said, "An Army is a team; it lives, sleeps, eats, and fights as a team."⁸¹ Teamwork is considered a pillar of excellence for outstanding battalions. In excellent battalions there was a sense of teamwork which closely resembled the cooperation between close friends.⁸²

The importance of an effective staff and commander team cannot be underestimated. A team is defined as two or more people working toward a common goal or objective where each member must perform specific roles and requires a dependency upon each other to accomplish the mission.⁸³ In short, the team seeks to accomplish the shared vision held by the individual members. Teamwork is affected by the cohesion of the group. Some conditions for developing teamwork in a battle staff are for the staff to have common objectives shared by all (shared vision), shared norms of performance and behavior, a system of potential rewards for teamwork, a stable organizational system, and shared experiences of success.⁸⁴ These conditions provide the climate for the team to effectively perform and "enhances their capability to resist pressure and perform under the stress of combat."⁸⁵ Team performance skills are critical skills required for the battle staff. These skills are primarily skill of coordination and situational awareness skills which
"require all members to key off of, act and react off other staff members." These primary coordination and situational skills are what allows the staff to provide necessary information to the commander to visualize the battle and to provide the necessary interface for synchronization of the combined arms. "A criterion of merit of command staff performance is integrating the BOS (Battlefield Operating Systems) to achieve warfighting success consistent with the intent of the chain of command." To accomplish this, staffs must operate as a team.

The power of the team is what allows the nerve center to be greater than the sum of its individual parts. Senge believes one of the most important components necessary to develop team learning in an organization is the presence of dialogue. "Dialogue is a quality of communication in which team members suspend assumptions and enter into a genuine thinking together." This free flowing communication within a group allows "the group to discover insights not attainable individually." In order to achieve dialogue individuals must clearly understand their individual and group mental models as well as the learning disabilities present in the organization. Most organizations spend the majority of their communications in discussion. Discussion is characterized by individual attempting to "win" his point over the other. Stephen Covey, in *The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People*, writes it is first important to understand before trying to be understood. This is the heart of dialogue.

The Army understood the importance of dialogue many years ago. The After Action Review concentrates on establishing an environment in which soldiers and leaders openly discuss what happened in order to allow every one to understand and improve performance. "This shared learning improves task proficiency and promotes unit bonding
The guide to After Action Reviews specifically cautions against using the critique. The critique offers only one side of the argument and “stifles learning and team building.”

Much like achieving dialogue in the After Action Review, the battle staff and commander must focus their relationship in the same manner. Dialogue is essential to developing the capacity of the group to create the results the team wishes to achieve. In addition to dialogue, team learning is characterized by insightful thinking about complex issues as well as understanding the role of team members on other teams to continually foster team learning. The leverage for the commander is to foster this environment in his organization. The commander must establish a climate which creates “mutual trust, cooperation and teamwork.”

Team learning allows the commander to overcome the complexity of the battlefield. The commander and staff, acting as one mind, lead by the commander’s vision allows the battalion nerve center to focus on innovative creative solutions during battlefield problem solving. The combination of the individuals, through the process of team learning, makes the battalion nerve center greater than the sum of its parts. The power of team learning explodes when harnessed with the process of systems thinking.

Systems thinking is the thread which weaves the disciplines of mental models, shared vision, personal mastery, and team learning together to create the learning organization. This is also the thread necessary to assess and understand the relationship within the battalion command system. Systems thinking provides individuals with the means to deal with complexity. It is the cornerstone for how learning organizations think about their world. This method of thinking provides organizations a means to see
interrelationships instead of linear cause and effect relationships and to understanding the process of change instead of snapshots of reactive events. A system is defined as a "collection of parts which interact with each other to function as a whole." A common example for explaining a system is to use an elephant. If you cut an elephant in half, you are not left with two elephants. Likewise, if you cut a staff in half or ignore pieces of it, you are not left with two equally capable staffs.

Within the infantry battalion, the command and control system includes the battalion commander, the staff, and the subordinate company commanders. Each portion of the system must function harmoniously in order to cope with the chaos and complexity on the modern battlefield. In many cases, outfits focus home-station training on warfighting skills which focus on individual, crew, platoon, and company mission essential tasks. Additionally, when a unit does conduct a field exercise or situational training exercise, "the necessary command and staff training to task, condition, and standard is assumed to occur." As mentioned previously, commanders and staff are rarely stressed enough in home-station training to realize the weaknesses in the command and staff team. This is an important aspect to consider if you treat the battalion and its units as a combat system. Most systems by nature are self-stabilizing. They remain stable over a wide range of conditions, but fail abruptly when they are pushed beyond their limits.

Consider the relationship between the commander, the subordinate company commanders, and the staff. The battalion operational concept is formulated and communicated through the commander's vision and intent. The battalion staff assists the commander in formulating his battlefield visualization by providing the necessary
information, limitations, and capabilities in order to assist the commander in achieving the best possible visualization of the battlefield. If the commander has spent the majority of his time training and creating a shared vision with the companies, he walks a narrow tight rope balancing the effects of poor staff training. At some time, the staff will incompletely or inaccurately provide the commander with the necessary information to understand the battlefield. On the complex, rapidly changing, and highly emergent battlefield, the untrained command and staff team is likely to reach system failure sooner than later.

Consequently, it is necessary to represent the staff as an element of combat power. For a battle staff to support the commander and staff system, it must be competent. The competence of a battle staff in performing its functions as a unified, integrated system can be a major determinant of combat effectiveness. When looking at the combat battalion as an open system, the battle staff becomes the information filters, controllers, and directors of organizational processes which are critical to combat effectiveness.

Systems thinking allows the commander and staff to create the combat effective battle staff system by integrating the disciplines of the learning organization in order to enhance battle staff performance. As stated earlier, competency is comprised of role specific individual skills, team skills, and integration. Presence of these skills allows the staff to function in highly emergent situations on the modern battlefield. Integration is the force which "melds the roles, attitudes, and activities of the members." Olmstead described the state of integration as a developmental process. It is the process which
provides for the maintenance of structure and function and prevents individual staff
members or sub-units from working at cross purposes.\textsuperscript{106}

The battalion commander and staff must create a command and staff team which
effectively weaves the strands of the five disciplines into the tapestry of the learning
organization. The battalion nerve center must foster an environment of personal mastery
in order to promote confidence and competence in the basic role specific individual skills.
Mastery in individual skills provides the necessary foundation for individual staff officers
to function effectively as a member of the team. It arms the individual staff officer with
the tactical and technical skills which allow him to effectively support the commander and
assist the commander in synchronizing the battle.\textsuperscript{107} The commander provides a personal
vision for combat operations of how the unit will fight and develops a shared vision of
how the unit will train. The staff, developed as a team, uses the shared vision,
understanding the mental models and learning disabilities prevalent in the organization,
and recognizing the role of teamwork in congruence with the commander to develop team
skills which allow for effective coordination between the team members. Team
performance skills; however, essentially remain coordination skills of the individual
enabling each member to effectively mesh their activities together.\textsuperscript{108} The final thread is to
apply team learning to systems thinking to create the battle staff which effectively
integrates the four disciplines to perform effectively under the rigors and stresses of a
combat environment. In retrospect the battle staff - commander team emerges to share
the qualities of a learning organization. The battalion nerve center learns to create its
future instead of reacting to it.
"Your staff won't win the war for you, but it can prevent you from winning." — BG John E. Miller

V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to improve performance in tactical decision making of complex tactical problems, the infantry battalion must become a learning organization. As former Chief of Staff of the Army General Gordon R. Sullivan wrote in *Seeing The Elephant*, “To effect the continuous transformation required by today's environment, the Army had to become a learning organization in every sense. Such an organization does not resist change; it welcomes change as a way to improve.”

Establishing a climate of openness, creating a mini-learning organization within the battalion staff, subordinate leader empowerment in decision making, and microworlds are all means to create the conditions for establishing a learning environment. They all merge together through the leader and his role in developing and supporting the environment for the learning environment.

One step to building a learning organization is to establish a climate of openness. Openness in an organization is characterized as participative openness and reflective openness. Participative openness is characterized by the individuals ability to speak openly and honestly about important issues. Reflective openness is our ability to continually challenge our own as well as the group thinking. It requires the individual and group to recognize any held certainty about the world as a hypothesis. While participative openness is essential for allowing individuals to speak their mind and to surface issues, it rarely results in better decision making because it does not influence the thinking behind
peoples decisions. The commander can establish a climate of openness to enhance
decision making and establishing a shared vision with small group. The battalion
commander could began with the executive officer and operations officer initially. Senge
wrote: “When small groups of people (as few as two or three) become deeply committed
and open they create a microcosm of a learning organization.” By beginning with his
key field grade staff officers, the battalion commander begins the process of learning.

Another important attribute to create a learning organization is “localness.”
Localness is the process of extending decision making authority and fostering risk taking
as far down the organizational hierarchy as possible. This is essential for in times of rapid
change. In combat, decentralized decision making provides leaders the flexibility and
initiative to adapt to the fluid and rapidly changing situations on the battlefield. This
leadership quality is not created on the battlefield, but fostered each day in great
organizations. It unleashes people’s creativity and commitment to solve problems; yet,
focuses them through the organizations shared vision and sense of purpose. This allows
commanders to stay out of the day to day details of running the battalion. Localness
encourages people to take risks in order to develop initiative and to learn. It allows the
commander to maintain a strategic sense of direction of where they (the battalion) want to
go.

Another method of creating the learning organization is through the use of
microworlds. Microworlds enable individuals to begin learning by doing, but only works
if the “feedback is rapid and unambiguous.” Microworlds use simulations in order to
test decision making. In the battalion staff, that simply means faithfully conducting staff
decision making drills. It may include simulations such as JANUS, sand table exercises,
or off the shelf commercial “war game” simulations. Using simulations allows the staff group to conduct planning in a time compressed environment as the skills of the staff improve. It allows the commander and staff to observe their performance and test their decisions. Finally, through the use of the after action review, it allows the commander and staff to “learn” from their experience.

Lastly, the commander provides the final key to unlocking the learning organization in his battalion. The commander fills the role of designer and teacher in the organization. He is responsible for designing the learning process and teaches people in order to foster learning. The commander uses his overarching sense of purpose, vision, and values to maintain the organization’s focus. He provides the time to foster learning and reflective thought in the organization. He sets the example by allowing subordinates to handle simple decision making while he focuses on the complex, divergent issues of the organization.

Building the battalion nerve center as a learning organization is not an easy task. Nor does it provide a panacea for solving all problems. It is a tough job which requires many members of the organization to leave their preconceived notions and attitudes behind. It forces organizations to decide what is important. However, the results for the commander - staff team are well worth the effort. It provides the environment and means for the battalion nerve center to create its own future by improving their ability to make decisions in a complex, uncertain, and lethal battlefield.
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